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For Personal Attention:
The Honourable Minister of Health
Pte Bag X399
Pretoria,
0001

By Registered Mail
27 August 2001

Dear Madam

COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINES REGULATIONS, HOMOEOPATHIC
QUACKERY & TRADITIONAL AFRICAN MEDICINES MORTALITY
Please honour this attempt to draw the attached information to your personal attention, by taking the time to
review the shocking information herein, of which you are presumably unaware, having not acted to date. The
genocide and ethnopiracy report referred to, was in your absence at a meeting where you were expected,
handed to your representative at the Traditional Medicines Working Group on 26 October 2000.
The question that most forcibly comes to mind is: “If you are familiar with these shocking facts, why have
you not engaged the writer in constructive dialogue?” A logical extension of this would be: “If you are not
familiar with these facts, why not?” Either way, I would appreciate a response and hopefully a constructive
dialogue will ensue with all haste, so that the several problems identified by us and presumably withheld
from you, for reasons still to be established, might be addressed to the benefit of the majority of our citizens.
I have enclosed my recent submission to the Dept of Health iro the proposed complementary medicines
regulations, which you shall see, we are strongly opposed to in its current form. I have also enclosed the
full-published Impila article referred to therein for your convenience. If you require additional documents,
please use the URL’s, which will yield several original documents, the archive or contact the writer directly.
I look forward to receiving word from you in due course, hopefully before this matter proceeds to the Courts.

Yours sincerely

Stuart Thomson
Director, Gaia Research Institute, National Co-ordinator, PHARMAPACT

